SCRIPT

Phrasal Verbs: “MAKE UP”

KIRIKO: Hi. My name is Kiriko.

ANNA: I’m Anna.

KIRIKO: Today, we’re going to teach you about the phrasal verb “make up”.

KIRIKO: Anna, what do you mean by “make up”?

ANNA: It has three meanings. First, when you miss an examination, you can ask the teacher to take the test again. Do you know any other meanings?

KIRIKO: Okay, I will try... How about becoming friends again after a fight?

ANNA: Oh, you’re a smart girl!

KIRIKO: Thank you.

ANNA: The last one is creating a fictional story.

KIRIKO: How can I use the last one?

ANNA: O.K. Let me explain it to you. Remember? We bought Thanksgiving lottery tickets last month.

KIRIKO: Yeah, I haven’t won. How about yours?
ANNA: (whispering) I got $1,000,000! No, no, no, no. Don’t tell anybody yet. You can go on a deluxe cruise with me.

KIRIKO: Really? How exciting! Um, let me make plans for it. (daydreaming...) What about a cruise in Paris? It must be so gorgeous! We will meet a very handsome French guy. Maybe he’ll ask me out... What should I do? I have to go to buy a sexy dress this afternoon...

ANNA: (waving a hand in front of Kiriko) Kiri-chan Kiri-chan, come back! I am just kidding you!

KIRIKO: Kidding me?!

ANNA: I made up this story! Sorry~~~

KIRIKO: Come on, Anna!

ANNA: This is the way to use ”make up”!

KIRIKO: Oh, I’m so disappointed! You break my heart! Well, all right. Thank you Anna, I will never forget it.